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An Algorithm Based on Bayes Inference And

K-nearest Neighbor For 3D WLAN Indoor

Positioning
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Abstract—This paper proposes a hybrid algorithm based on
Bayesian inference and K-Nearest Neighbor to estimate the three-
dimensional indoor positioning implemented from a fingerprint
technique. Additionally, a comparison was made between the
main algorithms discussed in literature. The experiments were
conducted in a typical building with two floors with 180m

2 and
four access points.

The proposed solution showed a precision in the location of the
rooms of 97% and 90% the estimates were at maximum three
meters away from the actual location, furthermore, such method
has lower variability than other algorithms, with deviation in
relation to the mean reaches of 37.62%.

Keywords— 3D Indoor positioning, Fingerprint, Bayes

inference, K-Nearest Neighbor

I. INTRODUCTION

With the technological development it became possible the

location people and objects in outdoor environments, using

tools such as Global Positioning System (GPS). However, in

dealing with indoor locations, this tool is not efficient, because

of the high variability in this type of environment, compared

to outdoor environments, because besides the power and gain

antennas, the variability is dependent on the type of construc-

tion and internal structures, such as walls, floors and partitions

walls. In this sense and considering that indoor location has

various applications, such Emergency System, Paths at malls,

Schools, University Campus, Airports, Hospitals, Mobile robot

localization in indoor environment, just to name few examples,

several works have addressed to indoor location. A survey of

the main techniques classified three typical location estimation

schemes (triangulation, scene analysis and proximity), which

are discussed in [1] [2]; whereas [3], [4], [5] and [6] propose

the application of artificial neural network in the problem. K-

Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Bayes methods are addressed in

[7], [8], [9], [10], [11] and [12].

In our work, we propose a solution to the problem through a

hybrid algorithm based on Bayesian inference and K-Nearest

Neighbor, using the Received Signal Strength (RSS) as input.

Furthermore we compare this method with Artificial Neural

Network (Multilayer Perceptron - MLP and Radial Basis Func-

tion - RBF), K-Nearest Neighbor. Finally, these algorithms,
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implemented from a fingerprint technique, are compared to

the method based in geometric properties triangulation.

This article is organized as follows: section II gives an

overview of the algorithms used in this work. The test results

are presented in Section III. Finally, Section IV summarizes

the results and suggests guidelines for future work and refer-

ences.

II. POSITIONING ALGORITHMS

In literature, Wi-Fi indoor positioning can be classified into

two main categories: triangulation (method based on geometric

properties) and fingerprint (signal data collection or pattern

recognition technique). This classification is shown in Figure

1

F��� 1: Taxonomy of RSS positioning techniques in Wi-Fi.

A. TRIANGULATION

Triangulation uses geometric properties of triangles to esti-

mate the target location [1]. This method is classified into two

categories, lateration and angulation. Lateration positioning

method measures the distance between the mobile terminal

and a set of at least three reference points (RP), as shown

in Figure 2 [13] [14]. This technique extends to the three-

dimensional case by simply adding a fourth reference point.

The conceptualization would then start with a sphere asso-

ciated with the first reference point. This sphere would then

be reduced to a circle after the introduction of the second

reference point, reducing the situation to the two-dimensional

case. This method is similar to the technique used by Global

Positioning System (GPS) [6] [7] [8]. The most common

methods used for estimating of distance are: Time of Arrival

(TOA), Angle of Arrival (AOA), and Received Signal Strength.
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�	
� 2: Lateration positioning method. The grey circles repre-

sent the reference points and the black circles symbolize the

mobile terminal in (a) single reference point (b) two reference

points and (c) three reference points [13] [14].

The angulation to determine the position of an object from

multiple intersections resulting angles [1] . The figure 3 shows

this procedure.

�	
� 3: Angulation technique. The grey circles represent the

reference points and the black circles symbolize the mobile

terminal in (a) one reference point and (b) two reference points

[13][14].

B. FINGERPRINT

Fingerprint is a technique based on pattern recognition,

dividing the location system into two phases, off-line and

online. In the offline phase, the RSS measures database is

developed. The online phase consists of reading a value RSS

and through a classification algorithm to compare this RSS

with the values stored in the database during the off-line phase,

thus obtaining location. Figure 4 summarizes this procedure,

whereas in subsection to 1, 2 and 3 are discuss the main

algorithms based in this technique, including the method

proposed in this work.

�	
� 4: Indoor Positioning based on Fingerprint

1) K- NEAREST NEIGHBOR (KNN): KNN is a non para-

metric supervised learning algorithm where new objects are

classified based on a similarity measure. The main idea of the

KNN technique is based on the calculation of the distance

between the measured RSS value Obtained in the online

phase and the location information of the RSS database –

Fingerprinting. The most common metric for similarity are

[15]:

• Euclidean Distance:

Dist(r, s) =
√

(xr − xs)(xr − xs)′ (1)

• Standardized Euclidean Distance:

Dist(r, s) =
√

(xr − xs)D−1(xr − xs)′ (2)

• Mahalanobis Distance:

Dist(r, s) =
√

(xr − xs)V −1(xr − xs)′ (3)

• Manhattan Distance:

Dist(r, s) =
n
∑

j=1

|xrj− xsj | (4)

• Minkowski Distance:

Dist(r, s) = p

√

√

√

√

n
∑

j=1

|xrj− xsj |p (5)

• Cosine Distance:

Dist(r, s) =

(

1− xrx
′
s

√

x′rxr

√

x′sxs

)

(6)

• Correlation Distance:

Dist(r, s) = 1− (xr−xr)(xs−xs)
′√

(xr−xr)(xr−xr)′
√

(xs−xs)(xs−xs)′
(7)

where x and x’ denote a vector column and its transpose,

respectively. xr and xs, are the rth and sth, respectively. xrj

indicate jth, features of the rth sample in the data set. xr

indicates the mean of all features of the rth. D is diagonal

matrix with diagonal elements given by v2i . V is a sample of

covariance matrix.

2) ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK (ANN): An artificial

neural network can be defined as a mathematical model that

simulates the behavior of the brain. The basic structure of an

ANN is composed by a set of artificial neurons that receive as

input signals (x1, x2, · · ·xn). Each input is assigned a weight

and then is obtained the weighted inputs sum. In the next step

is applied an activation function and a threshold value that

will generate the output result. There are several activation

functions. Some are shown in figure 5 [16]. In a general way,

ANN can be classified into two categories: feed-forward, in

which the graph is acyclic and recurrent networks, opposed to

feed-forward, cycles and loops occur for feedback connections.
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Typical examples of recurrent ANN’s are: Kohen Son and

Hopfield network.

���� 5: Different types of activation functions: (a) threshold,

(b) piecewise linear, (c) sigmoid, and (d) Gaussian.

In indoor positioning, ANN receives as input one RSS

vector and coordinates related to the same. The output is a

vector two elements or three elements to 2D space and 3D,

respectively.

3) BAYES INFERENCE: The probabilistic method is based

on the bayes theorem given by:

P(θ|x) = P(x|θ)P(θ)
∫

P(x|θ)P(θ)dθ (8)

Here, P(θ) is called prior probability, it is the probability of

θ before X is observed. P(θ|x) it is the posterior probability.

It represents the probability of θ given X and P(X|θ) is the

likelihood function.

The Bayesian model applied to the problem of indoor

location has the following rule:

Let L1, L2, · · · , Ln., a set of possible locations, Select (Li),
if P (Li|RSS) > P (Lj |RSS), for i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n and i 6=
j. P(Li|RSS), The likelihood of a set is at a given location in

an observed RSS. The probability in question, can be orbited

as following:

P(Li|RSS) =
P(RSS|Li)P(Li)

n
∑

k=1

P(RSS|Lk)P(Lk)
(9)

There are several methods for estimating of likelihood func-

tion P(RSS|Li). Some of these methods are shown below:

• Histogram approach: The histogram approach is probably

the oldest method for estimating density functions. This

approach subdivides the domain into bins and counts

the number of samples nb which fall into each bin. To

estimate P(RSS|Li) obtains a frequency distribution

of the signal in the environment.The aim is to verify

the percentage of each range RSS with respect to all

locations of the indoor environment.

• Kernel Method: In probability and statistics, the estima-

tion kernel is a non-parametric method for a random

sample of distribution with unknown density given by:

fX(x) =
1

nh

N
∑

i=1

K

(

x−Xi

h

)

(10)

Where K (.) is kernel function:
∫

R
KX(x)dx = 1, h is a

smoothing parameter non-negative called the bandwidth

or window width and Xi, i = 1, 2, ...n are random

variables independent and identically distributed.

The density estimate for an observation RSS given Li

modeled by normal distribution is given by:

fx(x) =
1
N

N
∑

i=1

1
h
√
2π

exp
[

− 1
2

(

RSS−RSSi

h

)2
]

(11)

4) PROPOSED METHOD: The proposed method consist

in estimate the posterior probability using the K-Nearest

Neighbor. The basic idea of such an estimate is consider a

hypersphere with volume V that surrounds the K neighbors of

the point RSS, given by:

P(RSS|L) = ki

NiV
(12)

The priors probabilities are approximated by:

P(L) =
Ni

N
(13)

P(RSS) =
k

NV
(14)

P(L|RSS) =
P(RSS|L)P(L)

P(RSS)
=

ki

NiV
Ni

N

k
NV

=
ki

k
(15)

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our experiments were conducted in a typical building with

two floors (180m2) and four access points from different

vendors (Figure 6). The RSS measurements were performed in

90 collection points distributed on two floors with a notebook

Pentium Dual-Core 2.3 GHZ, memory 2GB, Realtek adapter

rt1819se wireless lan, 802.11b/g/n. All techniques were imple-

mented in R language, using the following hardware: AMD FX

- 8120 - Desktop. Memory: 4GB, DDR 3. For each collection

point were obtained 100 measurements with the Vistumbler

software [17], generating the RSS map shown in figures 7.

In figure 8 shown the variations of signal strength values

from four access points in a fixed point in a period of 300

seconds. Note that even in a fixed position, the fluctuations

of the signal level reaches 10dBm, expected variability for

indoors environments.

The estimated location was obtained in two different ways:

• Estimated per room: In this case, the algorithms return to

the room based on the measured RSS. The table 1 show

the results for such an estimate.

• Estimate for coordinated: In this case, the algorithm

returns to three-dimensional position of the user. results

are summarized in table II and in the the Figures 9 and

10.
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���� 6: Floor Plan - The test area used in the experiments

���� 7: RSS Histogram

For triangulation technique, we estimated the distance to the

target using the RSS. Such technique was not efficient when

compared to others methods. Only 13.5% of the estimates

showed lower or equal errors to one meter and 65.5% lower

or equal to three meters. Similarly, for the estimate for rooms,

the triangulation has not obtained a good performance, in this

case, the correct identification room occurred in only 73 %.

The K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm was implemented with

euclidean distance with K = 2 and 3. The method reached

82% and 83% accuracy in 3D Positioning and precision in the

location of the rooms 85% and 89% for k=2 and 3, respectively

The ANN methods was were trained with back-propagation

algorithm with 50,100,150,200,250 and 300 neurons in hidden

layer. method was slightly better than the KNN method,

with 84% and 86 % for MLP and RBF model, respectively

(estimated per room) and 69% and 70% for estimated for

3D coordinated, however, with a lower performance than the

methods based on Bayesian inference, which were imple-

mented using histogram and kernel methods, with results of

87% and 89% for the estimates with lower or equal errors to

three meters and 94% and 95% of precision in the location of

the rooms

The proposed algorithm presented better performance than

others methods with mean error of 1.86m, precision in the

location of the rooms of 97% and 90% the estimates were at

maximum three meters away from the actual location.

The above results are summarized in table II and in the the

Figures 9 and 10.

���� 8: Variations of RSS values from four AP in a fixed point.

���� 9: Error in Meters - Cumulative
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TABLE I
PRECISION RATE IN LOCATION OF THE ROOMS (%)

AGORITHM % AGORITHM %

Triangulation 73 RNA(RBF) 91

KNN = 2 85 Bayes - Histogram 94

KNN = 3 89 Bayes - Kernel with Gauss 95

RNA(MLP) 90 Proposed Method 97

TABLE II
LOCATION ESTIMATION ERRORS (AVERAGE, COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION,

Q1, Q2 AND Q3 QUARTILES IN METERS)

AGORITHM ME Cv Q1 Q2 Q3

Triangulation 2.67 57.33% 1.47 1.94 3.83

KNN = 2 2.07 45.29% 1.37 1.73 2.51

KNN = 3 2.04 44.41% 1.36 1.72 2.43

RNA(MLP) 2.00 42.40% 1.36 1.72 2.38

RNA(RBF) 1.98 42% 1.35 1.71 2.3

Bayes - Histogram 1.94 40.99% 1.35 1.7 2.2

Bayes - Kernel with Gauss 1.89 38.52% 1.34 1.68 2.1

Propose Method 1.86 37.62% 1.33 1.66 2.00

The proposed method has a lower variability than other

algorithms presented in this paper. The deviation in rela-

tion to the mean reaches 37.62% against 38.52%, 40.99%,

42%, 42.40%, 44.41%, 45.29% and 57.33% for the methods

Bayes (Kernel with Gauss), (Bayes - Histogram), RNA (RBF),

RNA(MLP), KNN = 3, KNN = 2 and triangulation, respec-

tively, which shows greater accuracy in estimating the location.

��� 10: Error in Meters - Probability distribution

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid algorithm based

on Bayes inference to locate people and objects in 3D indoor

environments. with exception the triangulation method, all

techniques have made use of a structure based on pattern

recognition, called fingerprinting.

The proposed solution in this work presented better per-

formance than others algorithms. The proposed algorithm

presented better performance than others methodswith mean

error of 1.86m, precision in the location of the rooms of 97%

and 90% the estimates were at maximum three meters away

from the actual location.

As future work, we intend to implement to a method

based on angulation and other hybrid algorithms, in order to

maximize the accuracy of the estimated location, and finally

comparing the building algorithms in other models.
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